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The webinar was successfully executed online conducted by the  Department of 

Computer Science, Dr. Ambedkar College, Deekshabhoomi,  Nagpur.  

The webinar is organized considering the exposure and to enlighten the  knowledge 

of the students in the area of Ethical Hacking for their future scope. The 

webinar  mainly focused on information regarding Ethical  Hacking job perspective 

for final year students. Technologies in the  market in present time , usage of those 

technologies , learning it and how  BrillectTechnology Pvt. Ltd.is helping to do so. It 

also focuses on detailed  information regarding Ethical Hacking Techniques in order 

to give a detailed list about  the above given subjects.  

Owing to the pandemic this year the Department of Computer Science  organized 

the webinar in online mode, more than 60 students and the  respective faculty 

members and Head of the department ,also the Director of  Brillect and software 

developer and team leader were present .Dr. P. V.  Nimbalkar,Head,Department of 

Computer Science gave the introductory  remark and purpose of the webinar. 

 

The session was conducted by Nehal Tembhurkar and he started by a detailed 

introduction of what are the different  technologies  used in the field of Ethical 

Hacking and cracking. Realtime Use of these technologies to hack a live websites . 

How do these technologies work Behind the screen. Scope of learning 



these  technologies and How they are helping to do so? Taking reference of Aadhar 

card,PAN card,credentials, Cyber Security , Artificial Intelligence , and Machine 

learning etc. Giving a live demonstration of Hacking websites. He started his lecture 

by giving different types of Ethical Hacking,how to steal/leak information and 

money,fun,showoff,Disrupt service.He also explained different tools used for 

hacking,different phases of hacking and how to secure from hacking. He also 

enlighten on why choose career in Ethical hacking.The role of Ethical Hacking 

Analyst,Network security Engineer,cyber security Analyst,Information security 

officer.He gave detailed explanation about the credential that we have used in how 

many sites and applications.How to secure our accounts by two way 

verification,how to protect our system IP/address etc.The webinar was concluded 

after answering to the different questions asked by the students.   

 

 



 

 



 

 
 


